Dear Parents

When you have a child in elementary school Het
Lover you can be a member of the parent
association.

On behalf of the parent-teacher association (PTA):

In the parent-teacher association is a delegation of
this parent association.

Welcome to elementary school Het Lover!
Your child has recently begun at this school and
you have received a lot of information about
school affairs from the managing board and/or
the teacher.

But there is also a lot to report about the PTA at
this school. In this flyer we would like to
introduce ourselves as PTA to you. The reason is
simple:
We represent you as a parent and we like to
inform you about the things we do. In this way we
like to make things easier for you and to establish
a good contact with you.

Members PTA
2018-2019
Chairman:
 Linda van Veggel
Mother of Zara (group 8), Mick (group 7) and
Jette (group 5)
Secretary:
 ………………
Treasurer:
 Jessica van de Burgt
Mother of Jendé (group 8) and
Xani (group 7)
Other members:
 Jolanda Martens
Mother of Lars (group 7) and Isa (group 5)
 Mariël van den Hurk
Mother of Niels (group 6)
 Kim Verberne
Mother of Fay (group 8) and Vince (group 5)
This schoolyear the PTA consists of 5 members. We
would like to welcome more members. If you are
interested, if you want to help, if you have questions,
remarks or suggestions: address us or send an e-mail
to ouderraad@hetlover.nl

Together for a nice schooltime:
Without the involvement of parents and
teachers there can be no extra activities, which
make schooltime for your child(ren) special.
Wouldn’t it be nice if your child could look back
on a nice schooltime at elementary school.
For this the help of
parents is indispensable.
The PTA can always use
help with organizing or
carrying out activities.
Many hands make things a lot easier of course.
What do we do:
As PTA we represent the parents of the school.
We try to be the eyes and ears of the parents
and make sure that communication between
school and parents is as quick as possible.
You can think about for instance the
communication with the class parents, traffic
safety around school, funding of for example
school shirts.
We also manage the voluntary parental
contribution.
With this parental contribution, besides the
normal curriculum, other activities are funded.
These activities are organised by us, with help
from other parents and teachers.

Parents’ contribution:
To function properly the PTA depends on the
parents’ contribution.
For the schoolyear 2018-2019 the contribution is
17,50 per child.
If you are not able to pay the contribution due to
circumstances, you can always contact the
principal of the school.
Perhaps you can get a contribution from Stichting
Leergeld. From Stichting Leergeld you can receive
– under certain conditions - a contribution for
costs of school and clubs.
We count on a 100% participation of the parents.
We assume that we will find a suitable solution in
every circumstance.
What happens with your parents’ contribution:
With the parents’ contribution we finance a lot of
things which have nothing to do with education
and teaching materials.
You can think of:
- The decorations around Sint,
Christmas, carnival
- schooltrips
- schoolphotographer
- treats during activities
- Sinterklaas gifts

What can you do as a parent:
There are different
activities where you can
help as a parent,
with parent-teacher
association activities:
- Sinterklaas
party
- Christmas
activity
- Carnival party
- schooltrip
- school photographer
- extracurricular sportsactivities
At the end of each schoolyear you can, via an
entry form, indicate your interests as
assisiting parent for the different activities.
with assistance in class.
At the beginning of the schoolyear class parents
are chozen in every group by the teacher.
Parents can sign in at the beginning of the
schoolyear with the teacher.
The class parent is the contact for the teacher
and the parents of the group in question. The
class parent arranges, on request of the teacher,
help with specific group activities and also car
transport to field trips and performances.
Furthermore class parents are an important link
between PTA activities and parent assistance.
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